
Attractive Cosmetic Display Unit in
Shopping Mall

When people visit a shopping mall which articles attract them more, the ones that are
kept in a pile tangled up in each other or the ones that are well organized and are laid out
properly in shelves and display boxes? My guess, customers first walk towards properly laid
out items and more-or-less ignore the articles that are kept in bundles unless they are on
sale, isn’t it?

Well, this is why malls work extra hard to organize their stuff. Because the articles that
are displayed categorically and are well organized are easy to sort through and hence attract
people, while the other articles that are bundled up and are kept in a pile, need time to be
looked through and hence tend to be ignored.  So, this is why your malls need acrylic display
stands.

Shopping malls and various different brands can benefit from these cosmetic display
units by using them for displaying their stuff. And this is because the categorically displayed
stuff will attract customers and will assist you in selling more items! Come let’s learn some
about it in detail!

What is a cosmetic display unit?

Our cosmetic display unit is basically like a designed box or a little rack that the
shopping malls utilize to store their stuff. We make them from metal, wood, and acrylic as per
your need.

These units are commonly kept on the cosmetic display counters and are used to hold
up makeup and accessories like brushes, liners, compacts, nail prints, lipsticks, bangles,
earrings, neckpieces, bags, sunglasses, hairbrushes, anklets and a lot more. By using these
cosmetic display units the items displayed look tidy and well-organized which in turn pleases
and attracts customers.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/OEM-custom-flooring-MDF-cosmetic-display-cabinet-for-shopping-mall.html
https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/OEM-custom-flooring-MDF-cosmetic-display-cabinet-for-shopping-mall.html
https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/Retail-shop-OEM-wooden-flooring-cosmetic-display-counter-for-cosmetic.html


Also, when accessories are put on cosmetic display units, they are safe and protected
as there is no need to time and again take them out and keep them back in when a customer
asks to see them. This reduces the chances of accidental damage.

Why do the malls need it?

The shopping malls require these cosmetic display units because-

●Because the items displayed this way look attractive and more beautiful. Hence they
catch the attention of customers more easily.

●This way the accessories stay safe and protected from the reach of careless people
who might otherwise break or damage them.

●Since items are pinned in a place where the customers can easily see them, the staff
remains free from the hassle of time and again taking it out and keeping it back in. This
lessens the need for a lot of staff.

●OEM and printing your advertisements on the cosmetic display units prove to be a
better method for attracting the attention of the customers.

This is why a cosmetic display unit is useful for malls. So if you are too interested in
buying them, then check out our website and contact us. We can even customize them
according to your wishes. And the best part, we provide cosmetic display units in wholesale
also! So, hurry!

Product Description
Product Type makeup display counter manufacturer
Product Name Double sided wooden makeup display counter for retail shop



Model No. DT-CO26
Size 1800x450x2000mm or customized
Main material Wood
Color White,Black,Red,Etc.
MOQ 100PCS
Thickness 9~18mm
Sample time 7~12Days
Production time 25~30 Days
Surface Finished Powder Coating/Painting/Chrome
Process cut-bend-shape-polish-painting-packing
Delivery Terms EXW,FOB,CIF

Payment Terms T/T:30% Deposit+70% Balance before shipment, PayPal, Western union or
negotiable

Packing
Wrap by plastic film for waterproof
12KG 20MM EPS foam for anti-drop
K=K Double layers brown carton suit for any shipment











Why Choose US

With more than 17 years striving,Detron display grew to be a experienced and skillful
crafter in POP industry who is your solution of any acrylic display with a full set of custom
made service and logistic standby.



If you have any question,welcome to Contact us.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/contact-us.html

